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ARTS

From illicit graffiti to corporate murals,
the evolution of street art in Fountain
Square
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A black and white mural of Björk peeks out of an alley just off Shelby Street. She’s been there
so long that no one remembers who painted her or why, but she’s one of the original pieces of
public art in Fountain Square.

In her at least 15-year-long tenure on the wall, black and blue tags have encroached into her
space, been painted over and reappeared. She’s watched a myriad of artists leave their mark
in the alley, from space-themed murals commissioned by Square Cat Vinyl to
“GENTRIFIER” stenciled repeatedly down the alley.

The mixed gallery that is Fountain Square has become a testament to the shifting public
perceptions of art — and how artists adapt.

In the '90s, Fountain Square property owners used to struggle to keep up with those who
vandalized their properties with spray painted tags. 

Mike Graves, who moved to Indianapolis in the early '90s to attend Herron School of Art and
Design, joined a graffiti crew that worked in Fountain Square. Together, they painted the
kind of graffiti letters he'd grown up drawing in his sketchbooks. 

Graffiti can refer both to painting done without permission — often illegally — or to a
style that is influenced by the illicit art. Some graffiti is hastily written letters or scribbles,
while other pieces bring elements of fine art to the streets. They can feature intricately
designed letters which require planning and a deep knowledge of color theory and design,
but these distinctions are not always recognized by the casual passerby.

More: Beloved street art was painted over in Fountain Square. There's a plan to bring it
back.
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“We did do train yards and underpasses and under bridges and stuff like that when it was
still super illegal, but that was the way it was done, you know?" Graves said. 

According to Graves, people “didn't see the art” in his work in the late '90s. Instead, the city
cracked down on graffiti. Some of Graves' friends were chased by police with dogs, arrested
and fined for their work, so he decided to transition out of illegal art.

In the 2000s, Graves and artists like him started to approach businesses for permission to fill
their walls with art. Under this arrangement, no money changed hands. Artists agreed not to
paint anything lewd or inappropriate, but other than that, they had complete creative
control. In turn, businesses agreed not to press charges. 

SubSurface, the first street art festival in Indianapolis, moved to Fountain Square in 2012 for
its 10th anniversary. Each year after that, artists from all over the country descended upon
the neighborhood to paint over old murals and start new ones.

According to Dan Thompson, an organizer of SubSurface and artist who works out of Broad
Ripple, the goal was never to create permanent art but to “curate a gallery” which would
change every year. Artists left one SubSurface piece from each year and painted over the rest.

There's an understanding among artists, especially those who have graffiti backgrounds, that
street art is temporary. It gets painted over, answered with a bigger piece or physically
disappears amid the battery of wind, rain and time. 

Most SubSurface pieces are tucked out of the way, found only if you know where to
look. Behind Dance Sophisticates, the 2013 SubSurface mural covers three huge walls.
According to Thompson, the piece, which depicts guys who are “too old to be doing graffiti”
tagging a wall, is the “coolest mural that no one has ever seen.” 

But even if the general public doesn’t notice it, the piece has significance to the people in the
neighborhood. The back area of Dance Sophisticates used to be littered with hastily written
tags that said things like “poop sex.” The piece not only painted over the tags but deterred
future tagging.

“This one lady was crying because she was just so overjoyed about how much better it
looked,” said Shannon Wilson, who helped SubSurface coordinate with businesses to get
walls.

In subsequent years, when SubSurface asked to redo the wall, they were told no because the
community and business owners liked it so much. 
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Gentrifying art

The art of Fountain Square has attracted business owners and developers to the area. That's
caused changes not everyone likes.

“Artists built up this community,” said Matthew Aaron, an artist based in Broad Ripple.
“People think it's cool, so they want to move into the art community. They want to be as close
to the art as they can be, but that action raises the rent in the neighborhood. And then the
artists can't afford to pay the rent. So we go to another neighborhood, and start over again.”

This was the cycle, Aaron said, that continued when artists moved from Broad Ripple to
Fountain Square. Aaron sees himself as one of few artists who stayed, "stubborn, to the end." 

'Splats, dashes and smears': Carmel's upscale gallery embraces gritty art

These neighborhood changes brought on by wealthier people and businesses moving in are
known by some as gentrification while others see it as neighborhood improvement. Either
way, it does change the art scene, and some worry that Fountain Square will meet the same
fate as Broad Ripple.

“Without gentrification, we would not have the love and the abundance of street art and
murals that we have today,” said Thompson. However, it also comes with its
drawbacks.“Before a place gets hip, it's a little easier to paint what you want to paint because
there's not that many eyeballs. The gentrification factor gives the new residents of the
neighborhood a sense of ownership over the work, so they feel much more emboldened or
entitled to speak out against the work.”

In 2015, SubSurface painted 20 walls in Fountain Square. None of the artists were
compensated for their work. Then, some community leaders approached Thompson to say
that they didn’t like two of the murals, one of Beavis and Butthead and one of Dr. Doom, and
told him to paint over them. 

“That spoiled the party for me,” said Thompson who reluctantly agreed to go over the murals.
This, combined with other factors such as funding and perceived indifference from business
owners, led Thompson and other organizers to discontinue SubSurface after that year. 

In an announcement on Facebook at the time, the organizers wrote they’d “always kept
graffiti at the center” of the event, “but graffiti isn't something everyone likes. More than
that, the gentrification-driven mural boom we see today has boosted the demand for murals,
while helping to usher graffiti further out of fashion.”
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With more people looking at the work, Thompson says, it’s harder to get art that’s done in
graffiti style approved since people perceive it as “gang art.”

As acceptance of street art grew, some residents of Fountain Square started commissioning
their own public-facing art. Andrea Moore commissioned a blue mural of a musician playing
a saxophone on the street facing side of her garden shed as an anniversary surprise for her
husband. She provided the artist, Pamela Bliss, with both a sketch and the paint colors.

Corporate-sponsored art has also moved into the neighborhood. Eli Lilly’s Lilly Oncology on
Canvas Project has two pieces on Virginia Avenue.

The Muck controversy

In the summer of 2019, Jules Muck, a muralist based in Venice, California known for her tag
"Muckrock," came through Indianapolis and plastered the city with her pop culture murals,
sometimes on commission and sometimes without permission. Some of her murals, such as a
smoking cardinal on Virginia Avenue, can still be seen today.

Muck’s visit to Indianapolis made headlines nationwide because of a mural of a tattoo-clad
Larry Bird, which Muck eventually agreed to alter after Larry Bird himself spoke out against
the piece through his lawyer.

Much of her work sparked controversy, and in August 2019, the Arts Council of Indianapolis
held a public forum with her and Thompson. 

Among concerns ranging from fornicating bunnies on the side of Beholder to the what some
considered racially insensitive work, many also accused Muck of taking work from local
artists. Many of the people who were angry were non-artists, but the dynamic between Muck
and local artists was more complicated than people understood, Thompson and Graves said.

This controversial mural artist loves Indianapolis. Indy isn't sure it's mutual.

"She was doing $300-$600 jobs" said Graves. At the time, he and his collaborators were
charging up to $4,200 for a mural. "She didn't take our jobs. She might have taken your job,
but she wasn't taking anything from us. We're working as hard as we ever worked." 

Some artists, however, did lose work to Muck either because she could do it faster or because
of social media exposure, which she offered with her services.

https://apnews.com/article/676ce931aeb94019b0559c10d093e989
https://www.espn.com/nba/story/_/id/27431422/tat-life-artist-acquiesces-nixing-bird-tattoos
https://www.indystar.com/story/sports/nba/pacers/2019/08/20/larry-bird-asks-tattoos-removed-his-mural-fountain-square/2063865001/
https://www.indystar.com/story/entertainment/arts/2019/08/20/artist-jules-muck-shares-secrets-her-mural-success-public-forum/2041622001/
https://www.indystar.com/story/entertainment/arts/2019/07/31/jules-muck-painting-new-mural-beholder-after-bunnies-backlash/1876867001/
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“Everybody's mad because they hired Jules,” said Thompson. “I'm mad because nobody
cared one week ago.”

Fountain Square now

But the outrage also proved that people care where their art comes from.

"In the end it benefited all of us,” Graves said. “The backlash from non-artists, got a lot of us
artists paid, and it's still working. People are still like, 'We don't want to ‘Muckrock’ it up, we
better hire somebody local.'”

When business owners said they didn't know local artists to hire, Nick Smith, a muralist who
focuses on abstract, geometric commissioned work, organized the Indy Mural Fest. The
event brought together about 50 local artists to paint murals on the back of the Keep
Indianapolis Beautiful building signed with the artists' Instagram handles so people could
find and hire them.

In October, SubSurface is coming back to Fountain Square because business owners
expressed willingness not just to give up walls for artists to paint but to support it financially
as well. The organizers are in the process of fundraising and asking the community for
support. 

Street art may be temporary, but some artists are committed to making sure that some things
never change. Overlooking the plaza, there’s a two-story mural of Larry Miles, a deaf record
store owner who was iconic in the neighborhood. 

According to Thompson, it’s a tribute to Miles and an answer to the gentrification. He
wanted to make sure that “parts of the neighborhood never get lost.”

Serena is a Pulliam Fellow with a keen interest in the history of the Björk mural. If you
have further information please contact her at spuang@gannett.com. Follow her on twitter
@SerenaPuang

https://checkout.square.site/merchant/2DE8SMYEMX8GA/checkout/YLDM25Z3427VDUPCPVLBVQYG
https://twitter.com/serenapuang?lang=en

